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December 19, 2016 

 

Dear 

I was w1able to attribute some of the coins you sent for attribution, but I took a lot of notes that shows some share 
dies with others you have. I feel they may be unlisted varieties that should be inspected by Leroy Van Allen for 
possible new listing. I would describe them to him as follows: 

1881-0 (PCGS ... 288). Same obverse as V AM 71 (see markers in RTY, dbl. right 1). Reverse is a late die state of a 

different reverse die. No doubling on legend on left side of coin which should still be visible, even with this 
amount of die wear. Mint mark looks to be in same position as V AM 71 reverse, though. I can't find any die 
cracks or other markers of note to help separate it from V AM 71. 

1881-0 (PCGS ... 281). Same obverse as V AM 64 with doubled cap top and scratches on forehead. Reverse matches 
that of V AM 20 based on polishing pattern in wing-neck gap. V AM 64 show no markers in this area. 

1881-0 (PCGS ... 3 20). Same reverse as V AM 28.2, different-obverse with no doubling-of the profile. 

1881-0 (PGCS ... 289, 315). Also same reverse as V AM 20, but different obverse than those that have been called 
V AM 20. Strong doubling on the first 8 easily visible on coin 315, which actually matches text description for 
V AM 20. A pair of short gouges off the top of the upper cotton leaf on both coins, as well as matching scratches 
in RTY. These also have scratches on Liberty's forehead sin1ilar to what is mentioned for V AM 64. Either these 
are V AM 20 and the others you have (two in this submission and #8350 from January 2015) aren't, or these are 
new ones 

If you do send these coins to Leroy for attribution, you can return them to me with a copy of his description and this 
letter I will label them at no charge other than return shipping. For instructions for sending Leroy coins, refer to this 
page on V AMWorld: http:/hvvi,v.vamworld.com/Guidelines+for+ Die+ Varieties. Leroy charges $5 per coin plus 
return postage. You should include a copy of this letter and refer to my description. Where I mention differences 
with other coins, it would help to send these coins along for comparison to the subject coin. If you have multiple 
specimens from the same dies, sending an extra will also help with examination. 

B� 

John Baumgart 








